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Programma di inglese 
 

Classe VE                                           Anno scolastico 2017/18  

 

Docente: Nicoletta Sandomenico 

 

Testi:  Headway Digital Gold B1, Oxford English Grammar Course                           

UNIT 1. Grammar: present, past and future, basic questions and questions words. Vocabulary: verbs of 
similar meaning, adjectives and nouns that go together, prepositions, words with two meanings. Everyday 
English: social expressions. Reading: blind date. Listening: my oldest friend and blind date. Speaking: 
discussion, exchanging information and social expressions.  
 
UNIT 2. Grammar: present simple, present continuous and have/have got. Vocabulary: things I like doing. 
Everyday English: expressing interest, short answers questions and answers. Reading: The happiness quiz. 
Listening: song and getting on with your neighbours. Speaking: Discussion, exchanging information and 
describing.  
 
UNIT 3. Grammar: Past Simple and Past Continuous. Vocabulary: regular and irregular verbs, adverbs. 
Everyday English: Sayng when. Reading: The flight attendant who lost his cool. Listening: the news and 
dictation. Speaking: Narrating, project and discussion.  
 
UNIT 4. Grammar: much and many, some and any, a few a little a lot/ lots of, something/ someone/ 
somewhere and artiche. Vocabulary: food, a piece of and shops. Everyday English: Can you come for 
dinner? Requests. Reading: unusual places to eat. Listening: our diet and unusual places to eat. Speaking: 
discussion, exchanging information and roleplay.  
 
UNIT 5. Grammar: verb patterns and future forms. Vocabulary: parasale verbs. Everyday English: expressing 
doubt and certainty. Reading: Hope for the future. Listening: how does it feel to be 20-something? 
Speaking: describing, discussion and roleplay.  
 
UNIT 6. Grammar: what…like? Comparative and superlative adjectives and as…as. Vocabulary: synonyms 
and antonyms. Everyday English: what’s on? Reading: multicultural London. Listening: my family and what’s 
on? Speaking: talking about you, exchaning information and project.  
 
UNIT 7. Grammar: present perfect, indefinite past and ever/ never. Vocabulary: word endings , nouns and 
verbs and word stress. Everyday English: agree with me! Reading: living in a stately home. Listening: a 
family history. Speaking: talking about you, discussion and what do you think. 
 
UNIT 8. Grammar: have to, should and must. Vocabulary: things to wear and what things are made of. 
Everyday English: at the doctor’s. Reading: families with all boys or all girls. Listening: heptathlon champion 
and children and their families. Speaking: exchanging information, discussion and dress person x. 
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UNIT 9. Grammar: past perfect, narrative tenses and joining sentences- conjunctions. Vocabulary: feelings. 
Everyday English: exclamations with so and such. Reading: good and evil. Listening: my favourite writer. 
Speaking: narrating, describing and what do you think.  
 
UNIT 10. Grammar: passives. Vocabulary: words that go together. Everyday English: on the phone. Reading: 
There’s a first time for everything. Listening: the Internet and modern life drives me crazy. Speaking: talking 
about you, discussion and roleplay.  
 
UNIT 11. Grammar: present perfect continuous and tense review. Vocabulary: birth, marriage and death. 
Everyday English: good news, bad news. Reading: four generations of Gettys. Listening: I haven’t seen you 
for ages and Alison’s marriage. Speking: exchanging information, roleplay and project. 
  
UNIT 12. Grammar: first, second and third conditional and might. Vocabulary: prepositions. Everyday 
English: thamk you and goodbye. Reading: life, the Universe, and everything. Listening: at a crossroads. 
Speaking: what do you think, discussion. 
Reading and commento f topico ‘’A Christmas Carol’’ by C. Dickens 
 
CULTURE AND LITERATURE: 
Three famous characters in British fiction: Sherlock Holmes, James Bond and Harry Potter. 
Stonehenge.  
 
WRITING an email, a letter and a review. Narrative writing: the burglar who feel asleep and a fishy tale. 
Writing for talking: my dreams for the future. A biography:  two Kennedys. Writing a formal letter and an 
informal email.  Writing about a book or a film: Frankenstein. Discussing pros and cons: social networking 
sites. Filling in forms: enrolling at a language school. Listening and note-taking: my vision for the 21st 
century. 
Britain’s most famous graffiti artist.  
 
Grammar: ‘’Oxford English Grammar Course’’ 
Time words (a few days ago, today, last week…), already, yet and just, sice and for, modal verbs (can, must, 
should…), -ing forms as subjects and preposition+…ing, singular and plural nouns and countable and 
uncountable nouns, adverbs of manner (easily, slowly, quickly…) and irregular adverbs (fast, hard, well…), 
conjuctions, third and zero conditional, if I were you. 

 

 

 

Caserta, 08/06/2018                                 La docente 

       Prof.ssa Nicoletta Sandomenico 
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